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AdventureSmith Explorations | Small Ship Cruises
"We're seeing some of the most deadly days in American history," says Dr. Craig Spencer, director of global health in
emergency medicine at New York-Presbyterian/Columbia University Medical Center. During the last two weeks, COVID-19
was the leading cause of death in the U.S., outpacing even heart disease and cancer.

Two Explorations - LessWrong
The main question that lingers, however, is what happened to them. We know, based on genetics, that modern humans
come largely from the modern people who occupied Africa around 300,000 to 100,000 years ago, at the same time that
Neanderthals were living in the icy portions of northern Europe and Asia.

When Did the First Human Appear on Earth?
Much has been written about the fundamental opposition between explore and exploit, chaos and order, yin and yang. In
this post I make two observations about the psychology of this opposition. In the first part, I challenge the metaphor of the
comfort zone: a slowly-changing region in activity-space where everything inside is comfortable and everything outside
induces anxiety.

9 Fundamental Fears That Motivate Your Characters
We had great companions on each trip, but there were many Australians having the best time of their lives on the cruise.
They really know how to party!! Juneau is very much a tourist trap but we still enjoyed fighting the big ship people and
looking around. We also liked Mendenhall Glacier and getting close to the waterfalls there.
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How do we know the history of extreme poverty? - Our World
For Africa we have fewer historical estimates, but we have learned more since Maddison 1995 and what we know does not
suggest that people in Africa were richer than Europeans at the time. The available research on living conditions more
broadly – for example the estimates of life expectancy shown in the chart below – do suggest that

Bing: What We Cannot Know Explorations
We are bombarded every day with claims about how the world works, claims that have a direct impact on how we think
about and solve problems in society and our personal lives. This module explores important considerations for evaluating
the tr…

What We Cannot Know Explorations
If we include, for example, my ungrammatical Italian as part of the Italian language (because I happen to know a few Italian
words and can surmise about how to put them together), and we do this for every non-native speaker of Italian, then the
Italian language will lose its character; it will cease to be what it is — it will hardly be

Archaic Homo – Explorations
Of course, we all possess some elements of each of these types, because the nine fears are universal. But for each
character, one fear dominates, and so does one character type. It’s important to know the character type of your
protagonist, and also of the other characters that your hero comes into contact with.
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